This study focused on durational cues (i.e., syllable duration, pause duration, and syllable onset intervals (SOIs)) at discourse boundaries in two dialects of Mandarin, Taiwan and Mainland varieties. Speech was elicited by having 18 participants describe events in The Pear Story film. Recorded data were transcribed, labeled, and segmented into clauses. Discourse boundary indices were used to label discourse disjuncture levels. Results showed that the scope of lengthening included both the final and the penultimate syllables. Pause was a robust but optional indicator for discourse boundaries, and Taiwan Mandarin preferred unfilled over filled ones, while the Mainland variety did not show such strong preferences. Discourse hierarchy corresponded consistently with occurrences of pauses and duration of SOIs, within which pause was the main contributor. Higher discourse levels were more likely to be accompanied by pauses, and were indicated by longer pauses and SOIs. Syllable duration only played a secondary role in indicating discourse disjuncture size when pause was absent. When there was an accompanying pause, Mainland Mandarin relied solely on it to indicate discourse hierarchy, while Taiwan Mandarin used both syllable and pause duration, a dialectal difference that seemed to be rhythm-related. By shortening the degree of lengthening in the boundary syllable and lengthening the following pause at the same time, Taiwan Mandarin increased the absolute and relative duration of pause and maximized its role in indicating discourse hierarchy. The results of this study implied that the use of pause in discourse disjuncture demarcation was more of a language-specific choice while its role in discourse hierarchy encoding is more language-universal. 
Introduction
Unlike written English and many other written languages using phonetic alphabets of some kind, where words are conveniently separated by spaces, sentences by periods, and paragraphs by paragraph breaks, spoken languages seem to be more like Chinese writings, where no apparent word boundary cues are provided, and sometimes even more like ancient Chinese writings, where both word and sentential boundaries are left unmarked. Therefore, the fact that listeners can segment incoming stretches of speech with graceful ease is phenomenal. It leads many researchers to suspect that some spoken equivalents of punctuation marks might actually exist in speech, but are nevertheless obscured by other production phenomena such as repetitions, self-corrections, slipsof-the-tongue, etc.
One type of cue that has been proposed to be robust in indicating sentential and discourse boundaries is in the dimension of time, whose main phonetic realization is pause and final lengthening. Goldman-Eisler (1972) and Shen (1992) showed that there was a correlation between the existence of a silent pause and clausal boundaries in read and prepared speech. Grosjean (1980) further found that breathing pauses are more likely to occur at major syntactic boundaries (i.e., sentential and clausal) while non-breathing ones are more likely to occur at minor syntactic boundaries (i.e., phrasal and word level). Breathing in pauses can be annihilated by faster speech rate only at minor but not major boundaries, implying that it is at least in part required in speech planning. The existence and the duration of silent pause are also indicative of structural hierarchy. Pauses are more likely to occur at sentential boundaries than clausal ones (Stenström, 1986) . In addition, longer pauses are more likely to follow phrases of higher attachments (O'Malley, Kloker, & Dara-Abrams, 1973) .
Silent pause is also found to be a robust cue for discourse unit delimitation. In spontaneous speech, discourse-initial phrases are preceded by longer pauses and followed by shorter ones as compared to other utterance-initial phrases, while discourse-final phrases have shorter preceding pauses and longer subsequent ones compared to other utterance-final phrases (Grosz & Hirschberg, 1992; Hirschberg & Nakatani, 1996; Swerts & Geluykens, 1993; Swerts & Ostendorf, 1997) . Similar results have also been found in dialogs (Traum & Heeman, 1997) . Longer pauses are more likely to follow utterances related to the immediate preceding utterance by another speaker than ones unrelated. In addition to segmenting discourse boundaries, pause is also used for topic demarcation. In Dutch, topic-introducing phrases or clauses are shown to be flanked by pauses, with the preceding pause being longer than the following one (Swerts & Geluykens, 1993 , 1994 .
The study of final lengthening also has a long tradition. As early as the 1970s, researchers have shown that lengthening in English tends to fall on sentence-final units, including the rhyme (Campbell & Isard, 1991; Oller, 1973) and the foot (Lehiste, 1975; Scott, 1982) . As for Mandarin, a language that is prosodically different from English, Shen (1992) found the syllable to be the scope. Final syllables were lengthened by about 47% compared to their non-final counterparts.
In order to account for the often-concurrent and interdependent nature of pause and lengthening, some researchers have devised indices to accommodate both. Ladd (1988) used "boundary duration", defined as the interval between the onset of the last stressed syllable preceding a clausal boundary and the onset of phonation of the first syllable after the boundary. In other words, this would include the duration of the final stressed syl lable, the following unstressed syllables if there are any, and the following pause if there is any. Ladd found that boundary duration was a good indicator of hierarchical organization of clauses in English. Clausal boundaries of higher disjuncture had longer boundary duration than those of lower disjuncture.
In order to study Taiwan Mandarin, a language that is more syllable-than stress-timed as compared to English (Duanmu, 2002) , Fon and Johnson (2004) used a slightly modified measure of syllable onset interval (SOI), defined as the interval between two contiguous syllable onsets, which would include the duration of the syllable itself and any potential following pause. Similar to Ladd (1988) , they also found the measure to be highly reflective of the hierarchical organization of discourse and syntax. Discourse-final SOIs are longer than clause-final ones, which are in turn longer than phrase-final ones. In addition, there is also a mild lengthening effect in non-final SOIs. Unitinternal ones are slightly longer than unit-initial ones at all three levels. Based on the findings, Fon and Johnson concluded that the effect of hierarchical encoding is fairly robust, despite active performance factors in spontaneous speech.
The high correlation between timing and structure is to a large extent mediated by prosody. Syntactic and discourse boundaries are likely to be accompanied by prosodic boundaries, which are often signaled by special pitch contours, final lengthening, and pause, among others (Butcher, 1980; Grosz & Hirschberg, 1992; Hirschberg & Nakatani, 1996; Keller, Zellner, Werner, & Blanchoud, 1993; Ladd & Campbell, 1991; Stenström, 1986; Zellner, 1994) . However, as prosodic phrasings are also influenced by other non-syntactic factors such as individual speaking styles, speech rate, the interval between one prosodic boundary and the next, etc., not all prosodic boundaries coincide with syntactic and discourse boundaries (Frazier, Carlson, & Clifton, 2006; Ladd, 1996) . If prosodic boundaries that coincide with major syntactic and discourse boundaries are ones that would definitely occur, then one could view a speech flow as being segmented into several obligatory prosodic phrasings which may potentially be interspersed with optional prosodic boundaries. In this study, we are mainly interested in the obligatory prosodic boundaries that accompany major syntactic and discourse boundaries and how they reflect these boundary strengths through phonetic realizations. In particular, we will mainly deal with acoustic cues from the time domain, even though pitch movements are also important cues for boundary demarcation, since pitch contours are largely dependent on accent types and lexical tonal categories (as in the case of Mandarin), and are thus highly variable. This is probably also why pause and duration are shown to be the two most prevalent cues in machine-segmenting spontaneous speech, which naturally displays a wide spectrum of accent types, while pitch features are only reliable for news speech, a genre that includes only a small inventory of pitch accent types (Shriberg, Stolcke, Hakkani-Tur, & Tur, 2000) .
Based on the above studies, it is clear that pause and final lengthening are robust indicators for clausal and sentential boundaries. In terms of discourse boundaries, however, pause seems to be a stronger cue than lengthening.
Specific aims
There are three specific aims in this study. The first is to investigate whether pause and syllable duration are good discourse boundary indicators in Mandarin spontaneous speech. Previous studies showed that both cues are important in standing syntactic ambiguities (Shen, 1992) , 1 and a combination of the two (i.e., SOI) is a robust indicator of hierarchical organization in speech among phrasal, syntactic, and discourse levels (Fon & Johnson, 2004) . However, it is unclear whether discourse boundaries are encoded equally by both temporal measures in spontaneous speech, especially when standing syntactic ambiguity is not an issue, and if so, whether it is encoded in the same manner. If Mandarin has a similar temporal encoding pattern of discourse boundaries as Indo-European languages, then one would expect to find pause to be a more indispensible cue than lengthening, and most of the discourse boundaries should be accompanied by pauses. On the other hand, if the obligatory occurrence of pause is due to the need to disambiguate different ways of parsing, then lengthening might be enough for encoding discourse boundaries in regular non-ambiguous speech, leaving pause an optional mechanism.
The second aim of the study one would like to look into is whether temporal cues can be indicative of discourse hierarchy. Previous studies looking at hierarchical encoding mainly focused on syntactic organizations (Grosjean, 1980; O'Malley et al., 1973) , and for those that looked into discourse hierarchy, they mainly compared syntactic units that are at discourse boundaries with those that are not, and did not further look into potentially different layers of discourse hierarchical levels (Fon & Johnson, 2004; Grosz & Hirschberg, 1992; Hirschberg & Nakatani, 1996; Ladd, 1988; Traum & Heeman, 1997) . However, discourse hierarchy is not a discrete, all-or-none variable, but should instead be more like syntax, where boundaries of various sizes exist (Grosz & Sidner, 1986) . Therefore, it is quite possible that temporal encoding of speech would also reflect the hierarchy and incorporate such gradation into the system, as is suggested by Swerts and Geluykens (1994) . If such a relationship exists, then one would expect discourse boundary strength to be mirrored by acoustic strength, be it final lengthening, pause, or SOI, the realization of which being a (usually positive) correlation between the two at boundary positions.
The third specific aim one would like to study is the dialect effect. Mandarin is the official language of both Taiwan and Mainland China. However, due to 60 years of pol itical separation between the two places, the two Mandarins have developed independently so that dialectal variations are obvious to speakers of either variety (Cheng, 1985) . Lexicon aside, the most prominent difference probably lies in rhythm and prosody. Mainland Mandarin more often distinguishes between stressed and unstressed syllables (Lin, 1985) , while Taiwan Mandarin has more equally stressed syllables except for perhaps particles and function words (Duanmu, 2002; Hsu, 2006; Kubler, 1985) . For example, dong 1 -xi 1 'east and west' and dong 1 -xi 0 'thing' are distinguished by stress in the second syllable in Mainland Mandarin, but are both indistinguishably pronounced as dong 1 -xi 1 in the Taiwan variety. 2 In other words, on the rhythmic spectrum, Mainland Mandarin is more stress-timed while Taiwan Mandarin is more syllable-timed, resulting in a somewhat faster speech tempo in the former dialect. 3 If prosodic and rhythmic differences can influence encoding of discourse organization, then one would expect to find boundary signals to pattern differently in the two dialects.
Methods

Subjects
Eighteen native speakers of Mandarin were recruited in this study. Half of them were from the Taipei metropolitan area in Taiwan (age: M = 28.33, SD = 1.5), and half of them were from the Beijing metropolitan area in China (age: M = 29, SD = 3.74). There were 5 female and 4 male speakers in each group. Contact with other Chinese languages was essentially unavoidable, as all of the Taiwan subjects have at least passive knowledge of Min, a powerful substrate language on the island. 4 One Taiwan subject speaks also Shanghaihua, and one Mainland subject speaks also Anhuihua and Pekingese. In ad dition, all of the subjects are proficient in English, as it is a mandatory subject in high school education. However, regardless of subjects' language backgrounds, Mandarin was the dominant language for all of them. On a scale of 1 to 7 (1 = very influent; 7 = very fluent), they had an average self-rated score of 6.89 (SD = 0.32).
Materials
In order to facilitate spontaneous speech elicitation from speakers of the two dialects, The Pear Story film (Chafe, 1980) was used. A short movie without any lines, the story is proven to be relatively culture-free and is successful in eliciting speech in various languages of various cultural backgrounds (e.g., English: Kärkkäinen, 1996; Mandarin: Erbaugh, 1990; Japanese: Clancy, 1980; Polish: Pakosz & Flaschner, 1988) . This is important in this study considering the possible cultural differences between Taiwan and China.
Equipment
Recordings were done with a SHURE SM10A head-mounted microphone connected to a SONY DAT DTC-790 recorder through a Symetrix SX202 Dual Mic Preamp preamplifier using Maxell R-64DA DAT tapes. The recording sampling rate was set at 44,100 Hz. A D-to-D transfer from the DAT recorder to the computer was performed using CoolEdit, and the speech signal was later downsampled to 22,050 Hz for further analyses.
Procedure
Subjects were tested individually in a quiet room. To avoid any accommodation effect that subjects might have, they were tested by a (near-)native speaker of the target dialect. The first author, a native speaker of Taipei Mandarin, did the recordings for the Taiwan speakers, while a fluent near-native speaker of Beijing Mandarin recorded the Mainland subjects. Subjects were first shown the short film and were then asked to describe it afterwards as if talking to a friend. Most of the subjects had no trouble with the instruction. Some subjects told the stories more than once due to various reasons. Subject WCF requested to do a practice storytelling first before the actual recording. Therefore, her second try was used for later analyses. Subject HPH recorded three times because he did not like the first try due to its informal register. The second try was self-interrupted and the third try was rather formal. The first recording was used for further analyses. Subject FBS also recorded three times. The first time was interrupted by the experimenter due to its very formal and literary register. He was told to restart. The second try was somewhat better, but still formal. The subject was more at ease in the third try, which was used for further analyses. The experiment took about 20-30 min, and monetary rewards were given to each subject. Appendix A shows the duration of the recording of each subject.
Transcription and labeling
Recordings were orthographically transcribed in Pinyin romanization by the first author and handlabeled using Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2007) . A labeling example is shown in Figure 1 . There were two orthographic transcription layers, the words tier and the syll tier, which provided the word-level and the syllable-level transcription, respectively. Due to the syllable-per-character writing system in Mandarin, the definition of a word is a matter of debate. This study adopted the definition provided by Li and Thompson (1981) as a convenient solution.
Measurements
After labeling, durational measurements of intervals corresponding to syllables and pauses were extracted using customized Praat scripts. Mandarin syllables are fairly easy to identify phonologically and the most complicated syllable structure is CGVC, where the coda consonant is either a nasal or a glide (Lin, 1989) .
Silent pause duration was measured whenever there was a perception of such by the transcriber, instead of setting an arbitrary cutoff point. Since speech rate fluctuates to a great extent in Figure 1 . Both syllable and pause were measured in terms of milliseconds. As a result, three duration measures were taken, the syllable duration, the pause duration, and the SOI (Fon & Johnson, 2004) , which includes essentially the dur ation of a syllable and whatever pause that follows it.
Since what is of interest in this study is discourse boundary cues, syllables and SOIs at the boundary region, three before and three after, were chosen as the target for analyses. The position immediately before the boundary was designated P -1 (P for position), and the two positions before that were then conveniently referred to as P -3 and P -2 . Similarly, the position immediately after the boundary was designated as P +1 , and the two positions after that were referred to as P +2 and P +3 . The reason for including six syllables in the boundary region for analyses was twofold. First of all, although previous studies showed that final lengthening is the most effective on the last rhythmic unit, be it the rhyme (Campbell & Isard, 1991; Oller, 1973) , the syllable (Shen, 1992) , or the foot (Lehiste, 1975; Scott, 1982) , it is unclear whether its scope would also be limited to such units only, and whether it would be the same for the two rhythmically distinct dialects. Secondly, syllables that are not under the effect of final lengthening, such as those at P +1 , P +2 , and P +3 , could serve as reference measures for evaluating the magnitude of the lengthening effect. 5 A schematic illustration of the six positions chosen for further analyses is shown in Figure 2 .
Discourse labeling
Since sentence is difficult to define in spontaneous speech, clause was used as the basic unit in discourse labeling. A clause was usually defined by having at least one main verb. However, since Mandarin has no morphological markings differentiating serial verbs from sequences of main verbs, it is sometimes difficult to segment utterances into clauses. In this study, the guidelines laid out by Li and Thompson (1981) were adopted. All utterances in the database were segmented into clauses by the first and the third authors independently, both of whom are native speakers of Mandarin. The resulting Cohen's (1960) κ of 0.94 indicated high inter-rater agreement, p < .0001. As a consequence, segmentation by the first author was adopted for further analyses.
After clausal segmentation, discourse relationship between every pair of adjacent clauses was determined based on Grosz and Sidner's (1986) computational discourse framework. There are three separate but interrelated components in their discourse model-the linguistic structure, the intentional structure, and the attentional state. What is of concern in this study is the intentional structure, which indicates the goals that the talker intends to achieve when conducting a particular discourse. For example, narrating a movie may achieve the goal of describing the story. This goal is fairly broad and has to be broken down into several subgoals, and maybe even sub-subgoals (e.g., describing the cast, the plot, evaluation of the story, etc.). For each (sub-)subgoal, there will be a discourse segment fulfilling the intention, called the discourse segment purpose.
Since this study used The Pear Story movie for narrative elicitation, and movies generally involve many scenes, each scene was conveniently considered a subgoal of the intentional structure of discourse. In addition, narration devices related to the structuring of the story, such as the introduction and the ending, were also deemed as subgoals. In total, there were nine subgoals identified in the corpus (Table 1) . Within each subgoal, there were usually more than one sub-subgoals. For example, the pear-picking scene would usually elicit not only narrations about the farmer picking pears, but also descriptions of the farmer and even those of the pears. Evaluations of the scene were also fairly common, as well as projected thoughts to the characters.
Based on how adjacent clauses were related to each other in terms of their discourse segment purposes, three levels of discourse boundary indices (DBIs) were devised. DBI 0 refers to the lowest possible degree of disjuncture between two adjacent clauses in a discourse. Namely, no discourse level disjuncture exists. The only boundary is the syntactically defined clausal boundary. In other words, the two flanking clauses belong to the same subgoal and the same sub-subgoal. An example is shown in (1). The two clauses share the same subgoal of the pear-picking scene, and the same sub-subgoal of describing the farmer picking pears. Therefore, the clausal boundary was designated DBI 0 . In Mandarin, DBI 0 is often signaled by zero anaphora. Although DBI 0 does not entail a discourse boundary, it is still relevant because it represents a potential discourse disjuncture and could serve as a baseline for higher levels of discourse hierarchy.
( DBI 1 refers to the next higher level of disjuncture. It is designated for a boundary break between two adjacent clauses that is interrupted by not only a clausal boundary, but also a small discourse boundary. The two clauses communicate two different sub-subgoals but share the same subgoal of the intentional structure. An example is shown in (2). The two clauses here do not share exactly the same discourse purpose. The first describes the stealing action of the main character, while the second conveys the talker's own evaluation of action. However, the two are related in purpose because the second clause, although not a description of the stealing event itself, is a comment on the event and also contributes to the pear-stealing scene. DBI 2 refers to a high level of disjuncture. Similar to DBI 1 , DBI 2 is designated for a boundary break between two adjacent clauses that is interrupted by both a clausal and a discourse boundary. However, the two clauses are devoted to different sub-subgoals and subgoals. Example (3) is an illustration of DBI 2 . The first clause describes the pear-stealing scene while the second clause describes the falling scene. In Mandarin, DBI 2 is often indicated by a full anaphora and a different subject. (1) The boy's reaction to the fall (2) The three children helping the boy (3) The boy giving the three children pears (4) Other related comments/evaluations 8. Suspicion
(1) The three boys walking by the pear tree (2) The farmer's reaction (3) Other related comments/evaluations 9. Ending
(1) The talker declaring the ending of the story (2) Other related comments/evaluations Since DBIs were determined by comparing adjacent clauses, narration-final clauses were excluded from such assignment, as no following clauses existed. As shown in Figure 1 , DBIs were labeled numerically after each clause in the dbi tier. Using criteria described above, the first author labeled all the data. The third author also served as an independent labeler, and labeled 50% of the data. To avoid judgments based on prosodic cues, labeling for both authors was text-based. Tinsley and Weiss' (1975) T index showed a high inter-labeler agreement of 0.99, p < .0001. As a result, the labeling of the first author was adopted for further analyses.
Results
Summary statistics
On average, Taiwan speakers uttered 862.67 syllables, SD = 576.97, and Mainland speakers uttered 759.78 syllables, SD = 340.36. Independent t test showed that there was no significant difference between the two groups, t(16) = .46, ns. For the number of syllables uttered by each speaker, please see Appendix A. Figure 3 is a scatterplot of the speech rate and the articulation rate of the two groups of speakers. Speech rate was calculated by dividing the total number of syllables by the total amount of time spent inclusive of silent pauses, while articulation rate was defined by dividing the total number of syllables by the total amount of articulation time, excluding silent pauses. There was a medium correlation between the two measures, r(18) = .66, p < .01. The speech rate of Taiwan Mandarin fluctuated between 3.45 syll/sec and 5.04 syll/sec, with an overall mean of 4.22 syll/sec, while the articulation rate fluctuated between 5.08 syll/sec and 6.44 syll/sec, with an overall mean of 5.79 syll/sec. On the other hand, the speech rate of Mainland Mandarin fluctuated between 3.45 syll/sec and 5.78 syll/sec, with an overall mean of 4.68 syll/ sec, while the articulation rate fluctuated between 4.70 syll/sec and 6.77 syll/sec, with an overall mean of 6.03 syll/sec. The pattern was fairly comparable to previous studies (Fon & Johnson, 2004) . For both measures, Taiwan speakers tended to be somewhat slower than those from China. Table 2 shows the distribution of different levels of DBIs in the two dialects with regards to pausing patterns at clausal boundaries. Only instances that were free of hesi tation pauses in the boundary region were included. This was conveniently achieved by excluding instances that contain pauses at locations other than after the boundary syllable. As can be seen from the table, there were more instances of DBI 0 than any other categories. For the number of cases each subject contributed, please see Appendix B. In addition, most of the clausal boundaries were either without any pause (s -1 ), or with an unfilled pause (s -1 +UP). With higher levels of DBIs, clausal boundaries were more likely to be accompanied by silent pauses (Taiwan: c 2 (2) = 84.11, p < .0001; China: c 2 (2) = 63.63, p < .0001). 11 Other combinations of filled and unfilled pauses did exist, but did not constitute significant proportions. Interestingly, pausing patterns were more varied for Mainland speakers than for Taiwan speakers. Patterns not found in Taiwan Mandarin, such as s -1 +FP and s -1 +FP+UP, occurred sporadically in Mainland Mandarin. In order to facilitate cross-dialectal comparisons, only s -1 and s -1 +UP cases were included for all subsequent analyses. Syllable, pause, and SOI duration were examined for the s -1 +UP cases, while only syllable (= SOI) duration was examined for the s -1 cases. Figure 4 shows the duration patterning of s -1 at the boundary region for both Mandarin dialects. DBI 2 was not included because there were too few cases and the results would not be reliable. The effect of syllable final lengthening was fairly consistent across the two discourse levels. Its scope included both P -1 and P -2 . In addition, the degree of lengthening showed a positive correspondence with discourse disjuncture at P -1 and P -2 for both varieties of Mandarin. Syllables became longer with higher discourse levels. In order to confirm the above observations, an overall POSITION (6) × DBI (2) × DIALECT (2) three-way mixed design ANOVA was performed on syllable duration, with the within-subject factor being POSITION. The main effects of POSITION and DIALECT were significant (POSI-TION: F(4.63, 2043.00) = 54.28, p < .0001, η 2 = .11; DIALECT: F(1, 441) = 10.47, p < .01, η 2 = .02). 12 The two-way interaction regarding POSITION and DBI was also significant, F(4.63, 2074.26) = 3.15, p < .01, η 2 = .002. Other two-way interactions and the three-way interaction were not significant.
Syllable duration at boundary region with s -1
Post hoc analyses horizontally across positions regarding the interaction effect showed that syllables at P -1 were the longest at both DBI 0 and DBI 1 , and those at P -2 were the second longest, p < .05. 13 Syllable duration at other positions was not significantly different from one another. Hierarchically, syllables at P -1 and P +3 showed significant effects, but in opposite directions. At P -1 , syllables at DBI 1 were longer than those at DBI 0 , p < .05, while for P +3 , syllables at DBI 1 were shorter than those at DBI 0 , p < .05. No other effects were significant. With regards to the DIALECT effect, the post hoc test showed that syllable duration was significantly longer in Taiwan Mandarin, p < .01. Mean difference was about 13 ms.
Since syllable duration is also influenced by segmental duration, and more complex syllable structures tend to be intrinsically longer (Feng, 1985; Shih & Ao, 1997) , one would like to make sure that the duration difference between DBI 0 and DBI 1 was not due to these factors. Table 3 shows the distribution of phonotactic structures of the boundary syllables. Chi-square tests showed that the distribution for the Taiwan variety was significant, while that for the Mainland variety was not (Taiwan: c 2 (2) = 6.93, p < .05; China: c 2 (2) = .62, ns). For the Taiwan dialect, there were fewer V/CV/VC syllables, and more complex ones than expected at DBI 0 , while there were more V/CV/VC syllables, and fewer complex ones than expected at DBI 1 . If differential lengthening at boundary syllables of DBI 0 and DBI 1 were due to an imbalanced distribution of complex syllables, one should have found the opposite trend instead. Therefore, the extra lengthening of boundary syllables at DBI 1 could not have been due to the differential distribution of boundary syllable types.
In addition, tone and word class are also likely to influence syllable duration. At utterance-final positions, Tone 2 is the longest, followed by Tone 1, Tone 4, and Tone 3 in Taiwan Mandarin (Fon, 1997) , while Tone 3 is the longest, followed by Tone 2, Tone 1, and Tone 4 in Mainland Mandarin (Feng, 1985) . Neutral tones are short when they are not sentence particles, but become long when they are (Shih & Ao, 1997) . Table 4 shows the distribution of boundary syllables with regards to their tonal categories and word classes. Chi-square tests showed that the distribution was not significant for either dialect (Taiwan: c 2 (5) = 7.21, ns; China: c 2 (5) = 5.17, ns). Therefore, longer boundary syllables at DBI 1 could not have been due to differential distributions of tonal categories and word classes. Figure 5 shows the duration patterning of s -1 +UP at the boundary region for both varieties of Mandarin. Like in the case of s -1 , the effect of lengthening was fairly consistent across all three levels. The scope of syllable final lengthening also extended from P -1 to P -2 . However, unlike in syllables of s -1 , the degree of lengthening only seemed to correspond to discourse boundary strength in the Taiwan variety. Syllable lengthening at P -1 tended to decline as discourse disjuncture became larger, especially between DBI 0 and other higher discourse juncture levels. No such correspondence was found in the Mainland variety. In order to confirm the above observations, an overall POSITION (6) × DBI (3) × DIA-LECT (2) three-way mixed design ANOVA was performed on syllable duration, with the within-subject factor being POSITION. Results showed that all of the main effects were significant (POSITION: F(4.36, 2315.70) = 148.56, p < .0001, η 2 = .22; DBI: F(2, 531) = 3.12, p < .05, η 2 = .01; DIALECT: F(1, 531) = 17.36, p < .0001, η 2 = .03). In addition, the two-way interaction between DBI and POSITION was significant, F(8.72, 2315.70) = 1.96, p < .05, η 2 = .01. Finally, the three-way interaction was also near significant, F(8.72, 2315.70) = 1.75, p = .07, η 2 = .01.
Syllable duration at boundary region with s -1 +UP
Regarding the three-way interaction, two post-hoc POSITION (6) × DBI (3) two-way mixed design ANOVAs were performed separately on the two varieties of Mandarin. For Taiwan Mandarin, results showed that the main effect of POSITION was significant, F(4.43, 1214.77) = 75.06, p < .0001, η 2 = .22, and the main effect of DBI was near significant, F(2, 274) = 2.89, p = .06, η 2 = .02. The interaction effect was also significant, F(8.87, 1214.77) = 3.26, p < .001, η 2 = .02.
Post hoc analyses horizontally across different positions showed that syllable duration was the longest at P -1 regardless of disjuncture levels, p < .01. For DBI 0 and DBI 1 , syllables at P -2 were also the second longest, p < .001. No other significance was found. Hierarchically, syllables at P -1 reflected boundary strength. Those at DBI 0 were longer than those at DBI 1 and DBI 2 , p < .001 for DBI 1 and p = .08 for DBI 2 . In addition, syl lables at P +1 were the shortest at DBI 1 , p < .01. No other significant difference was found.
For Mainland Mandarin, results showed that only the main effect of POSITION was significant, F(4.15, 1069.70) = 74.72, p < .0001, η 2 = .22. No other effects were significant. Post hoc analyses showed that syllables at P -1 were the longest, p < .0001, and those at P -2 were the second longest, regardless of discourse disjuncture levels, p < .001.
With regards to the DIALECT effect, the post hoc test showed that syllable duration was significantly longer in Taiwan Mandarin, p < .0001. Mean difference was about 14 ms.
As with the boundary syllables in the s -1 situation, one would like to make sure that the difference found among DBI 0 , DBI 1 , and DBI 2 was not due to other factors such as syllable structure, word type, and tone (Feng, 1985; Fon, 1997; Shih & Ao, 1997) . Table 5 shows the distribution of boundary syllable types in the two dialects. Chi-square tests showed that the distributions were not significant in either dialect (Taiwan: c 2 (4) = 7.88, ns; China: c 2 (4) = 9.50, ns), indicating that syllable structure could not have been the main cause for the differential boundary lengths at various DBI levels. Table 6 shows the distribution of boundary syllables with regards to their tonal cat egories and word types. One instance of DBI 0 from the Taiwan dialect was excluded because the speaker codeswitched to English for the boundary syllable and its tonal category could not be identified. Regardless of dialects, no significance was found using chi-square tests (Taiwan: c 2 (10) = 16.63, ns; China: c 2 (10) = 6.03, ns). In other words, tonal categories and word classes could not have been the main causes for durational differences of the boundary syllables.
Syllable duration at P -1 : s -1 vs. s -1 +UP
One would also like to see if compensatory effects exist between boundary syllable and the following pause. If there indeed exists a compensatory relationship, then one would expect boundary syllables of s -1 +UP to be shorter than those of s -1 . As shown in Figure 6 , there seemed to be an exactly opposite trend. For both Mandarin varieties, boundary syllables of s -1 +UP tended to be longer than those of s -1 .
In order to confirm the above observations, an overall PAUSE (2) × DBI (2) × DIALECT (2) three-way independent design ANOVA was performed on boundary syllable duration. Only DBI 0 and DBI 1 were included in the analysis since there were not enough cases for DBI 2 of the s -1 condition. Effects involving PAUSE included a main effect, F(1, 911) = 32.17, p < .0001, η 2 = .03, a two-way interaction effect (PAUSE × DIALECT: F(1, 911) = 14.85, p < .001, η 2 = .02), and the three-way interaction effect (PAUSE × DBI × DIALECT: F(1, 911) = 6.38, p < .05, η 2 = .01).
Regarding the three-way interaction, two post-hoc PAUSE (2) × DBI (2) two-way independent design ANOVAs were performed separately on the two varieties of Mandarin. For Taiwan Mandarin, results showed that both effects involving PAUSE were sig nificant (PAUSE: F(1, 461) = 18.24, p < .0001, η 2 = .04; PAUSE × DBI: F(1, 461) = 19.53, p < .0001). Post hoc independent t tests showed that boundary syllables of s -1 +UP were significantly longer than those of s -1 at DBI 0 , t(301) = 8.32, p < .0001, but no such difference was found at DBI 1 . For Mainland Mandarin, only the main effect of PAUSE was significant, F(1, 450) = 14.01, p < .001, η 2 = .03. No higher-level interaction was found. The post hoc independent t test showed that boundary syllables of s -1 +UP were always longer than those of s -1 , regardless of discourse juncture levels.
Pause and SOI duration at P -1 for s -1 +UP Figure 7 shows the syllable and pause duration at the boundary location of s -1 +UP for the two dialects of Mandarin. The left side of the graph indicates syllable duration while the right side of the graph indicates pause duration. Therefore, the total length of the bars indicates SOI. Compared to syllable duration, pause and SOI seemed to be much stronger indicators of discourse hierarchy in both dialects. The two measures increased as discourse disjuncture levels became higher. The degree of lengthening was also much stronger than that of syllable. Two overall DBI (3) × DIALECT (2) two-way ANOVAs were performed to confirm the above observations, one on pause and the other on SOI. With regards to pause, only the main effect of DBI was significant, F(2, 531) = 21.27, p < .0001, η 2 = .07. Post hoc comparisons showed that pauses at DBI 2 were the longest while those at DBI 0 were the shortest, p < .001. As for SOI, the pattern was fairly similar. Only the main effect of DBI was significant, F(2, 531) = 17.62, p < .0001, η 2 = .06. Post hoc comparisons showed that SOIs were the longest at DBI 2 and shortest at DBI 0 , p < .01. No dialectal differences were found.
Discussion
Although both pause and final lengthening are shown to be reliable boundary cues in Mandarin read speech (Shen, 1992) , they do not seem to have equal weights in spon taneous narratives. Unlike read speech, in which all boundaries are reported as accompanied by pauses, about 43% of the boundaries were not so in this study ( Table 2 ), indicating that pause is probably not a necessary component at Mandarin syntactic and discourse boundaries, and lengthening alone could potentially be a sufficient cue for boundary signaling, even for higher-level discourse disjunctures. The prevalence of pause in Shen's study might thus be due to the special genre used, obliging the speakers to employ cues that are otherwise optional in regular everyday speech to help listeners disambiguate standing ambiguities in the sentences.
The realization scope of final lengthening is also interesting. Unlike previous studies, in which the scope of final lengthening is fairly localized on the boundary unit at P -1 (Campbell & Isard, 1991; Goldman-Eisler, 1972; Lehiste, 1975; Oller, 1973; Scott, 1982; Shen, 1992) , this study found the scope of the effect in spontaneous Mandarin to be extending from P -1 to P -2 . Although the absolute lengthening duration was not extra ordinary, about 67 ms (Taiwan) and 74 ms (Mainland) at P -1 , SE = .005, and 31 ms (Taiwan) and 32 ms (Mainland) at P -2 , SE = .004 (Figure 4 & Figure  5 ), 14 it was already beyond the just noticeable difference level for speech (ca. 10 to 40 ms, Klatt & Cooper, 1975; Lehiste, 1970) . The lengthening ratios were even more phenomenal. There were a 70% (Taiwan) and an 83% (Mainland) increase at P -1 (SE = .05), and a 41% (Taiwan) and a 48% (Mainland) increase at P -2 (SE = .04), 15 the former of which were significantly larger than Shen's 47% increase of final syllables (Taiwan: t(501) = 4.74, p < .0001; China: t(486) = 7.00, p < .0001). Besides genre differences, the much larger lengthening ratios might be one way of compensating for possible processing difficulties due to faster rates and higher unpredictability in spontaneous speech. 16 The heavy reliance on final lengthening in Mandarin boundary demarcation is somewhat unique, since pause seems to be more indispensible than final lengthening in many Indo-European languages (Goldman-Eisler, 1972; Grosjean, 1980; Grosz & Hirschberg, 1992; Hirschberg & Nakatani, 1996; O'Malley et al., 1973; Scott, 1982; Stenström, 1986; Swerts & Geluykens, 1993 , 1994 Swerts & Ostendorf, 1997; Traum & Heeman, 1997) . One possibility for this discrepancy might lie in the differences in speech rhythm. Compared with Mandarin, Indo-European languages are more stress-timed (Mok & Dellwo, 2008) , and have a richer inventory of phonotactic combinations and vowels that contrast in length. As a consequence, syllable duration becomes more variable (Dauer, 1983) , possibly precluding listeners from making reliable boundary judgments based on the cue alone. On the other hand, simple phonotactic structures and lack of vowel length contrasts in Mandarin not only create a more typical syllable-timed rhythm, but might also likely facilitate comparisons among syllables of different lengths without much complex calculation necessary for mental normalization, making final lengthening a potentially dependable cue.
In addition, lack of frequent stress contrasts might further reinforce this reliance on duration. 17 Unlike languages that utilize prosodic prominence in boundary demarcation (e.g., English: Beckman, Hirschberg, & Shattuck-Hufnagel, 2005; Dutch: Gussenhoven, 2005 ), Mandarin does not have a stress system that could be readily used as a convenient indication for upcoming boundaries (Peng et al., 2005) . The prevalence of lexical tones also prevents employment of boundary tunes that are common in a number of languages (e.g., Japanese: Venditti, 2005 ). Therefore, turning to durational cues would be a natural choice for speakers of the language. One suspects that widening the scope of final lengthening might also stem from this reliance tendency. By starting the ritenudo process somewhat earlier, listeners might thus receive more facilitative cues for boundary detection, compensating for the restrictive usage of the pitch aspect of the signal. Since Shen (1992) did not include measurements of penultimate syllables in her study, it is unclear whether the scope of final lengthening is genre-dependent. More production studies on Mandarin and other relatively syllable-timed languages, and perceptual studies on differential scopes of final lengthening would be needed in order to better understand the possible underlying mechanism for scope widening.
For boundaries that were accompanied by pauses, various combinations of filled and unfilled pauses were observed. Boundary syllables followed by a silent pause were the most common type in both Mandarin varieties, more so in Taiwan Mandarin (97%) than the Mainland variety (82%) ( Table 2) . Boundaries with filled pauses were more varied in pattern. In Taiwan Mandarin, filled pauses seemed to only occur after silent pauses, while in Mainland Mandarin, both orders could be found, although unfilled pauses followed by filled ones were still more common. In general, the usage of filled pauses at discourse boundaries seemed to be more common and thus more acceptable in the Mainland variety, as all except for one speaker showed frequent usages. On the other hand, Taiwan speakers preferred to use silent pauses instead, as boundary filled pauses were mainly contributed by two speakers only.
The distribution of boundary syllable patterns also corresponded to discourse hierarchy (Table 2) . For both dialects, boundary syllables became less likely to be without pauses as discourse disjuncture increased (DBI 0 : 60% (Taiwan) and 57% (China); DBI 1 : 22% (Taiwan) and 25% (China); DBI 2 : 8% (Taiwan) and 9% (China)). At higher discourse levels, boundary syllables tended to be followed by silent pauses. The trend was especially prominent in the Taiwan variety (DBI 0 : 38% (Taiwan) and 36% (China); DBI 1 : 76% (Taiwan) and 63% (China); DBI 2 : 89% (Taiwan) and 62% (China)). There was a similar trend for filled pauses, but it was much more obvious in Mainland Mandarin (DBI 0 : 1% (Taiwan) and 7% (China); DBI 1 : 2% (Taiwan) and 12% (China); DBI 2 : 3% (Taiwan) and 30% (China)). In other words, pauses were used profusely in Mandarin to indicate higher-level discourse disjunctures, as are the cases in English and Dutch (Grosz & Hirschberg, 1992; Hirschberg & Nakatani, 1996; Swerts, 1998; Swerts & Geluykens, 1993; Swerts & Ostendorf, 1997) . However, there were dialectal differences regarding pause types. Mainland Mandarin employed both filled and unfilled pauses at discourse disjunctures, much like Dutch (Swerts, 1998; Swerts & Geluykens, 1993; Swerts & Ostendorf, 1997) , while Taiwan Mandarin preferred unfilled pauses to filled ones, perhaps more like English (Grosz & Hirschberg, 1992; Hirschberg & Nakatani, 1996) .
Although a performance limit on the elasticity of the syllable might restrict its degree of lengthening required for higher-level boundary indication, and thus summoning the help of pauses to fulfill the duration requirement is an unsurprising natural solution for language, the differential preference between the two dialects of Mandarin with regards to pause types at higher-level discourse disjunctures is still intriguing. This could not have been due to differences in speech fluency between the two groups of speakers, since the occurrences of filled pauses at non-boundary syllables were about the same, 0.95% (Taiwan) and 0.96% (China). 18 Instead, one suspects that it might be related to dialectal preferences regarding speech rhythm (Scollon, 1985; Tannen, 1981) . As Taiwan speakers tend to have slower speech rates than those from China (Figure 3 ), they might also prefer and tolerate a longer void of speech (Figure 7) , and would therefore feel more comfortable with unfilled pauses. On the other hand, Mainland speakers might feel compelled by their faster rhythm to intersperse unfilled pauses with filled ones in order to break the long signal void, even though it is used for boundary indication.
For boundaries without pauses, syllable duration at P -1 correlated positively with discourse hierarchy in both dialects (Figure 4) . Bigger boundaries were accompanied by longer syllable duration, but only for the utterance-final syllable, not the penultimate. The increase from DBI 0 to DBI 1 was longer in Taiwan Mandarin (41 ms) than in the Mainland variety (10 ms), indicating a robust dialect effect. For boundaries with silent pauses, there was a bigger dialectal difference ( Figure 5 ). Taiwan Mandarin still showed a correlation at P -1 , but in a negative fashion. Syllable duration was longer at DBI 0 than DBI 1 and DBI 2 by around 40 ms. However, no such correlation was found in the Mainland variety. Syllable duration was not a reliable indicator of discourse hierarchy when the boundary was followed by a silent pause in this dialect.
On the other hand, silent pauses at P -1 showed a consistent effect of discourse hierarchy across the two dialects (Figure 7) . In both varieties, disjunctures of higher levels were accompanied by longer pauses. The increase between adjacent discourse levels was phenomenal, and the expansion from DBI 1 to DBI 2 was 55% larger than that from DBI 0 to DBI 1 (DBI 0 → DBI 1 : 143 ms, DBI 1 → DBI 2 : 222 ms).
Judging from the seemingly contradictory patterns between boundary syllable dur ation and discourse disjunctures of s -1 and s -1 +UP, one suspects what was important in durational patterning of Mandarin was perhaps not the rigid positive or negative corre lation between discourse hierarchy and boundary syllable duration. Instead, what speakers of Mandarin were trying to achieve was a positive correlation between discourse hierarchy and boundary SOIs, regardless of boundary types. Therefore, when boundaries were without pauses, positive correlation was found between discourse hierarchy and boundary syllable duration since boundary syllables and SOIs were coterminous in this case. However, when boundaries were followed by pauses, positive correlation was found in pause and SOI duration only. The positive correlation between boundary duration and hierarchical encoding corresponds well with previous studies on Mandarin and English (Fon & Johnson, 2004; Ladd, 1988) , implying that it is probably a fairly universal pattern. What would be different among individual languages might be how one defines the domain of boundary duration. For stress-timed languages like English, the domain would be closely tied to stress assignment, while for syllable-timed languages like Mandarin, the domain would be more closely attached to the syllable itself. However, in either case, pause plays a more significant role than syllable, especially for bigger boundaries. This is similar to the trend found in Indo-European languages (Grosz & Hirschberg, 1992; Hirschberg & Nakatani, 1996; Swerts & Geluykens, 1993 , 1994 Swerts & Ostendorf, 1997) .
The importance of pause in hierarchical encoding might also explain why there existed a curious negative correlation between boundary syllables at P -1 and discourse boundary size in Taiwan Mandarin, contrary to our hypothesis. By reducing the degree of final lengthening at larger boundaries, one is essentially increasing both the relative and absolute duration of pause within a given SOI, thereby creating the percept of a long pause and a large disjuncture. We suspect that the reason why such a pattern was not found in the Mainland variety might also be related to differences in speech rhythm. As mentioned above, Mainland speakers prefer a faster speech rate and thus a lower tolerance level for long silent pauses (Scollon, 1985; Tannen, 1981) . This implies that their sensitivity for increments of pause duration might be higher than their Taiwan counterparts', making enlarging relative pause proportions an unnecessary implement. In addition, the smaller degree of boundary lengthening might also imply a more restricted degree of syllable elasticity (Figure 7) , rendering differential lengthening across various discourse levels rather difficult. On the other hand, Taiwan speakers' high tolerance for long silent pauses might grant themselves with a higher threshold for detecting pause increments. Greater syllable elasticity allowed in this dialect also facilitates differential lengthening across discourse levels. Therefore, extra mechanisms were possible and perhaps also preferred for clearer boundary hierarchy demarcation. In other words, due to differential preferences for speech rhythm and disparate degrees of syllable elasticity, syllable duration seemed to be indicative of only boundary location, but not boundary size in the Mainland variety, while it seemed to be reflective of both in Taiwan  Mandarin. If what is important for hierarchical encoding is the duration of SOI and perhaps also pause, but not so much the syllable, then one would expect to find some kind of compensatory relationship existing between syllable and pause duration. In other words, boundary syllables of s -1 should be longer than those of s -1 +UP, since the former rely fully on syllable duration to reach the required SOI. However, such intuition was not confirmed (Figure 6 ). For Mainland Mandarin, boundary syllables of s -1 +UP were always longer instead, regardless of discourse hierarchy. For Taiwan Mandarin, differences were only found for DBI 0 , but not for DBI 1 , again with syllables of s -1 +UP being longer. In other words, both syllable and SOI duration tended to be counter-intuitively longer in s -1 +UP. It is unclear why different amounts of durational cues were used for the same level of discourse disjuncture. One suspects that this might have something to do with perceptual organization of "subjective" rhythm (Bolton, 1894; Woodrow, 1909) , by which lengthening of a syllable might create a percept of a following pause that is physically nonexistent (Woodrow, 1951) . Therefore, although the two boundary types did not have the same length of SOI, they might have created a subjective illusion of such, and thus were judged as appropriate to encode the same level of discourse disjuncture. More studies will be needed in order to see whether perceptual weighting of syllable and pause would change for the different compositions of final SOIs.
Conclusion
Although prosodic boundaries do not necessarily coincide with syntactic and discourse boundaries, for those that do, the manner in which prosodic organization is realized is to a large extent reflective of syntactic/discourse hierarchy. This study showed that the hierarchical encoding of durational patterning not only existed in spontaneous speech, but was sensitive enough to signal discourse structures above the clausal level. In both Mandarin varieties, the location of syntactic/discourse boundaries was indicated by a ritenudo tempo starting from the penultimate syllable, while the size of the discourse disjuncture was indicated by the duration of boundary SOIs. Pauses were preferred but not required for higher hierarchical levels, with Taiwan Mandarin having a strong preference for unfilled pauses, and the Mainland variety a liking for both filled and unfilled ones. Within a given SOI, pause played a more important role than syllable duration in hierarchy indication, with the latter being significant only when pause was nonexistent. The interaction between syllable and pause duration at the boundary position was dialect-dependent. Taiwan Mandarin maximized the difference among the three discourse levels by decreasing syllable duration and increasing pause duration at the same time at higher levels, while Mainland Mandarin only utilized the latter strategy. Rhythmic difference between the two dialects was suspected to be the cause of such disparity.
This study, though focused on Mandarin, could have certain implications for prosodic universals. The heavy reliance on final lengthening in boundary demarcation as opposed to the more common mechanism of using lengthening plus pause found in the more familiar Indo-European languages seems to indicate that the choice of temporal cues in the boundary region might be to a large extent dependent on preferred linguistic rhythms. Languages that are more syllable-timed tend to rely more heavily on final lengthening, while those that are more stress-timed prefer pause. On the other hand, the role pause plays in boundary hierarchy indication seems to be more universal, as larger boundaries in Mandarin were essentially signaled by longer SOIs, the duration and the lengthening of which were mainly contributed by pause than by syllable duration, similar to other languages in previous studies. The universal preference for this mechanism is surmised to be related to physiological and rhythmic constraints imposed on syllable elasticity as opposed to pause. However, languages do seem to have differential preferences for one type of pause over the other in temporal patterning, which might be related to rhythmic organization. Those favoring slower tempos might be more inclined to tolerate long silent pauses than those favoring faster ones. Despite various tendencies displayed by languages, one could generally conclude that discourse structure is conveyed in not only the textual content, but also the speech rhythm produced by the speaker. One of the main universal goals of rhythmic organization seems to be orchestrating the relevant temporal cues so that the length of boundary duration, contributed mainly by pause, could match the level of discourse disjuncture, and the structure could thus likely be revealed without the text.
6 PART:RF is a particle that reduces forcefulness (Li & Thompson, 1981) . 7 ACC: accusative marker. 8 PFV: perfective aspect. 9 CL: classifier. 10 PART:SA is a particle that solicits agreement (Li & Thompson, 1981 ). 11 Only s -1 and s -1 +UP were included in the c 2 analyses since most of the less common types did not reach an expected frequency of at least 5. 12 Throughout the paper, Huynh-Feldt adjusted df's were used when Mauchly's test showed that the sphericity assumption of ANOVA was violated. 13 Bonferroni's adjustments were used throughout the paper for multiple comparisons unless otherwise mentioned. 14 The lengthening duration was operationally defined by subtracting syllable duration at P -3 from that at P -1 and P -2 . 15 The lengthening ratio was operationally defined by dividing syllable duration at P -1 and P -2 by that at P -3 . 16 Based on data reported in Shen (1992) , the mean speech rate for her speakers (Mainland) was about 4.35 syll/sec and the articulation rate was about 5.15 syll/sec. 17 An estimation using syllables at the boundary region (Figure 2) showed that unstressed syllables only accounted for 14.28% (Taiwan) and 15.35% (Mainland) of all syllables. 18 This was estimated from calculation of syllables in the boundary region (Figure 2 ).
